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ABSTRACT

Lithium-ion battery development is one of the most active contemporary research areas, gaining more attention in recent

times, following the increasing importance of energy storage technology. The galvanostatic intermittent titration technique

(GITT) has become a crucial method among various electrochemical analyses for battery research. During one titration step

in GITT, which consists of a constant current pulse followed by a relaxation period, transient and steady-state voltage

changes were measured. It draws both thermodynamic and kinetic parameters. The diffusion coefficients of the lithium ion,

open-circuit voltages, and overpotentials at various states of charge can be deduced by a series of titration steps. This mini-

review details the theoretical and practical aspects of GITT analysis, from the measurement method to the derivation of

the diffusivity equation for research cases according to the specific experimental purpose. This will shed light on a better

understanding of electrochemical reactions and provide insight into the methods for improving lithium-ion battery per-

formance.
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1. Introduction

The lithium-ion battery (LIB) market is rapidly

growing, and LIBs have become the dominant energy

storage technology because of their relatively high

energy and power [1-3]. The 2019 Nobel Prize in

Chemistry emphasizes the importance of LIBs [4,5].

To meet the energy demands of consumers and global

targets for reductions in greenhouse gas emissions

and improvement of air quality, significant effort is

being dedicated toward developing safe and

advanced LIBs with high energy density, lifetime,

and rapid charging capabilities [6].

LIBs are highly complex, multidimensional energy

storage systems influenced by the properties of their

materials, which are determined by multiscale factors

from the atomic to the microscopic levels [7]. How-

ever, the core idea of this technology is simple: LIBs

are operated by the movement of lithium ions and

electrons by a current or voltage supply [3]. Conse-

quently, the battery charging and discharging process

results from the electrochemical redox reaction of

lithium ion (de)intercalation in the electrode. There-

fore, understanding the kinetics of the electrode

material is essential for fully understanding the back-

ground and strategies for enhancing LIB perfor-

mance.

Various electrochemical techniques in addition to

constant current charging and discharging have been

employed for kinetic variable investigations. For

example, the cyclic voltammetry (CV) technique,

based on linear sweep voltammetry, is usually used to

examine the kinetics of electrochemical redox reac-

tions by repeating several cycles or changing the scan

rate [8]. It is possible to determine the reversibility of

chemical reactions and the potential at which the

redox reaction occurs. The Randles−Sevcik equation

describing the peak current with the square root of

the scan rate can provide quantitative information on

the diffusion coefficient of lithium ions [9]. Electro-

chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is another

powerful tool for examining the current response

under AC voltage to obtain resistance, capacitance,
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and inductance values [10]. By modeling the equiva-

lent circuit and fitting the Nyquist plot, the following

specific resistance values can be quantified from the

high-frequency region to the middle-frequency

region: the bulk resistance of the whole cell compo-

nents, interfacial layer resistance on the electrode,

and charge transfer resistance related to the kinetics

of the electrochemical reaction at the electrode.

Moreover, the diffusion coefficient of lithium ions

can be calculated in the low frequency region using

the Warburg impedance.

Additionally, the galvanostatic intermittent titration

technique (GITT) has become a widely applied elec-

troanalytical method for the kinetic analyses of LIBs

[11-18]. The GITT measures the transient voltage

change and open-circuit voltage (OCV) change

during the charging and discharging processes using

only a constant current supply and specified cut-off

intervals [18]. This procedure retrieves both thermo-

dynamic and kinetic parameters and was first devel-

oped to examine the lithium-ion diffusion coefficient

in host materials in battery electrodes. The GITT can

calculate diffusivity values at various states of charge

(SOCs) simply by voltage change, unlike the CV,

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental cell arrangement and components. A; mobile species, B; host material,

y; arbitrary stoichiometric number, δ; deviation from the stoichiometric composition. The electrolyte-electrode interface is at x = 0

and the area is S. The electrode thickness is L. (b-d) Schematic diagram of a single galvanostatic titration step of GITT experiment.

(b) A constant current pulse (I0) is imposed for the duration time (τ) at time t0, and (c) the resulting voltage changes. (d) Description

of the mobile ion movement during the galvanostatic titration step as indicated in (b) and (c).
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which calculates the overall average diffusivity in the

material by the sweep rate technique, and EIS analy-

sis, which requires the fitting of Warburg impedance.

Furthermore, other electrochemical parameters such

as the OCV and resistance values at various SOCs

can be easily gathered and calculated. Therefore, the

GITT method has become a very useful electrochem-

ical analysis tool for battery characterization and

advances in LIBs.

In this mini-review, the basic principles of the

GITT are introduced, from the measurement method

to the equation derivation of the diffusion coefficient.

It covers the practical applications of how this analy-

sis has been utilized to examine the kinetic properties

of materials for LIBs. This mini-review will be help-

ful to beginners as well as all communities related to

battery research.

2. Principle of GITT

2.1 Diffusion coefficient equation derivation

W. Weppner and R.A. Huggins first developed the

GITT method in 1977 for kinetic parameter investi-

gation of the compound Li3Sb [18]. The designed cell

comprises a pure compound of mobile species, an

electrolyte, and a working electrode, as shown in Fig.

1(a). This method is based on the idea that the num-

ber of ions passing through the electrolyte can be cal-

culated from the current. That is, the GITT method is

derived from Fick’s law by calculating the number of

mobile ions moving at the interface between the elec-

trolyte and the electrode phase boundary, correlating

with the transient and steady-state voltage measure-

ments.

The GITT experiment consists of a series of con-

stant current pulses, each followed by a relaxation

period. A relaxation period occurs when no current

passes through the cell. One galvanostatic titration

step is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) and (c). The initial state

is in an equilibrium state, where the concentration of

mobile ions is homogeneous throughout the elec-

trode. When a constant current pulse (I0) is applied at

time t0, a sudden voltage step occurs from E1 to E2

owing to the current flux in the form of an IR drop

(the voltage increases or decreases when the current

is positive or negative, respectively). Here, we con-

sider a situation in which the current value is positive.

During the current duration time (τ ), the mobile ions

(lithium ions, Li+) are deintercalated from the host

material, and the voltage changes to E3. After the

constant current pulse, the voltage drops again owing

to an IR drop. During the relaxation period, the com-

position of the electrode becomes homogeneous by

Li+ diffusion in the material, and the voltage reaches

another equilibrium state, E4. This becomes another

initial potential (i.e., new E1) for the next galvanos-

tatic titration step. A schematic of the mobile ion

movement during the GITT experiment is shown in

Fig. 1(d).

To maintain the charge neutrality of the electron

and Li+ from the redox reaction at the electrode, an

electric current (I) can be expressed as Equation (1)

using Fick’s 1st law:

(1)

 where D is the chemical diffusion coefficient of spe-

cies i [cm2 s−1], ci is the concentration of species i

[cm−3], x is the distance coordinate [cm], S is the con-

tact area of the electrolyte and electrode interface

[cm2], zi is the charge number (e.g., zLi= 1), and q is

the elementary charge (1.602×10−19C). Equation (1)

expresses that the external current (I) is equivalent to

the number of charge carriers transported in the elec-

trode at the phase boundary with the electrolyte

(where x = 0 in Fig. 1(a)). Because a constant current

pulse (I0) is used in the GITT experiment, Equation

(1) is expressed as Equation (2) for LIBs:

(2)

The concentration gradient  is a function

of distance (x) and time (t), and the diffusion coeffi-

cient can be determined by solving the second-order

differential equation:

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Equation (3) is Fick’s 2nd law of diffusion. Equa-

tion (4) is the initial condition at equilibrium, where

the concentrations of Li+ are homogeneous through-
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out the electrode before applying the current. Equa-

tions (5) and (6) are two boundary conditions at x = 0

and x = L, respectively. Equation (5) is transformed

from Equation (2), and Equation (6) is a condition in

which ions are impermeable at a finite boundary. The

solution of the differential Equation (3) under condi-

tions (4)-(6) is known [19] and can be expressed as

follows for x = 0:

(7)

where , and

erf (z) is the error function. Assuming that the

, Equation (7) can be approximated as fol-

lows:

(8)

Since the GITT experiment does not measure the

change in concentration with time but the change in

voltage with time, Equation (8) requires further trans-

formation. If the volume change according to the

composition can be neglected, the concentration can

be related to the change in the chemical composition,

and this expression can be denoted as follows:

(9)

where VM is the molar volume of the material (cm3

mol−1), and NA is Avogadro’s number (6.022×1023

mol−1). Inserting Equation (9) into Equation (8)

yields Equation (10). Subsequently, expanding by dE

yields Equation (11), and the diffusion coefficient can

be expressed as Equation (12) by arranging Equation

(11). This result implies that the diffusion coefficient

is determined by the three variables of cell voltage,

time, and stoichiometry deviation.

(10)

(11)

(12)

Here, F is Faraday’s constant (96485 C mol−1), and

 and  denote the steady-state voltage

change and transient voltage change during one galva-

nostatic titration step, respectively. If the steady-state

voltage change is small by using a sufficiently small

current for a short time, and the E vs.  in transient

voltage curve exhibits a straight-line behavior, then,

 and  can be approximated as follows: 

(13)

(14)

where  (steady-state voltage change)

and  (total voltage change during the

current pulse) (Fig. 2). Additionally, the stoichiome-

try change due to the current pulse in the titration step

of Li+ can be expressed as Equation (15).
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the two linear correlation assumptions in one galvanostatic titration step. (a) Steady-state

voltage change is small by using a sufficiently small current for a short time. (b) Transient voltage change with time shows

a straight-line behavior in the E vs. (time)1/2 curve.
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where mB is the mass of the host material in the elec-

trode [g], and MB is the molecular weight of the host

material [g mol−1]. Using the simple algebraic form

of Equations (13), (14), and (15), the diffusion coeffi-

cient can be calculated at each step using the follow-

ing Equation (16):

(16)

In summary, the chemical diffusion coefficient of

lithium can be easily calculated based on GITT using

Equation (16). VM and MB are the material proper-

ties; τ, mB, and S are the values of the experimental

condition; and ΔEs and ΔEt are calculated from the

GITT experimental results. The main assumptions

for the diffusion coefficient equation were that the

electrode material should be homogeneous, the molar

volume change of the host material is not large

enough, the current should be a low value with a

short duration time, and the cell voltage should be

linear for (duration time)1/2.

Fig. 3 shows an example of the GITT experiment

of the LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 material, which shows the

changes in current and voltage over time and the cal-

culated diffusion coefficient. Each step comprised a

10 min current pulse at a current rate of C/20, fol-

lowed by 1 h of the relaxation period with no current.

During the charging process, a positive current pulse

increased the cell voltage proportional to the IR drop,

and the voltage slowly increased owing to the dein-

tercalation reaction. After cutting off the current sup-

ply, the voltage decreased owing to the IR drop and

continued to decrease, reaching the equilibrium state

by Li+ diffusion. During the discharging process with

a negative current pulse, the voltage changed in the

opposite direction (Fig. 3(a)). The diffusion coeffi-

cient can be calculated for various SOCs in the mate-

rial by repeated galvanostatic titration steps during

charging and discharging processes (Fig. 3(b)).

2.2 Experimental condition and practical limita-

tions of GITT

In measuring the diffusion coefficient using GITT,

it is critical to set a reasonable experimental condi-

tion. Based on the assumptions for the diffusion coef-

ficient equation, setting the small current injection for

a short time followed by sufficient relaxation time is

essential, as aforementioned. Some experimental

conditions used for GITT, such as current rate, dura-

tion time of the current, and relaxation time, are sum-

marized in Table 1 for comparison. Usually, the

GITT experiments were performed with a current

rate of about C/20 ~ C/10 for about 5 ~ 30 min in the

current injection step. The relaxation time setting was

varied, as the time to reach the equilibrium state after

the current injection is different for each. Therefore,

this condition should be properly established during

the GITT measurement to collect the electrochemi-
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Fig. 3. The example of the GITT experiment for the LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 material in a voltage range of 2.8-4.3 V (vs. Li/

Li+) at a current rate of C/20 for the second cycle. (a) Experimental result of the GITT curve vs. time. The current duration

time and relaxation period were 10 min and 1 h, respectively. The inset shows the imposed current and resulting voltage

response of a charge and discharge pulse in the GITT experiment. (b) Calculated diffusion coefficient based on Equation

(16) from (a).
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cal responses without any misunderstanding.

Though the GITT is a powerful electroanalytical

method for the kinetic analyses of LIBs, some practi-

cal limitations exist. First, this method takes a long

time to fully measure due to the short current injec-

tion time at a low current rate and a long relaxation

time. Depending on the experimental conditions, it

may take more than a month [36]. Second, the mate-

rials which undergo phase transitions and pulveriza-

tion are hard to apply, as they go against the

assumptions for the diffusivity equation [18,37-39].

Third, extracted diffusion coefficient information

from the GITT is not an absolute value. An electrode

used in LIB is a heterogeneous system that contains

active material, conductive agents, and binders.

There is a distribution of particle sizes, and different

diffusion regimes exist because of this porous com-

posite electrode configuration so that reliable quanti-

tative diffusion coefficients are difficult to extract

from GITT alone [39,40]. Nevertheless, GITT can

easily obtain a relative measure of diffusion. Addi-

tionally, thermodynamic information can be

extracted regardless of the materials, enabling us to

understand and trace the electrochemical reactions in

the system. Further detailed GITT applications will

be addressed in the next section.

3. GITT Application to LIBs

3.1 Diffusivity comparison of materials

Numerous studies have been conducted on the lith-

ium diffusion coefficient for various electrode mate-

rials in LIBs [12,24,41-43]. Because the diffusion

coefficient Equation (16) is derived from some

approximations as mentioned previously, some stud-

ies have used the newly derived diffusion equation

from Equation (12) or combined it with CV and EIS

analysis to minimize system error [25-27,37,43,44].

However, because the particle size of the material,

electrode configuration, loading level, etc., are all dif-

ferent for each study, this approach results in a few

orders of difference for the diffusion coefficient,

making it difficult to compare the absolute values.

Therefore, the GITT was applied to investigate the

differences or changing tendencies between the com-

parative groups using the same experimental condi-

tions [12,27-30]. For example, Liu et al. [27] utilized

the GITT to investigate the doping effects for high

voltage operation (4.5 V vs. Li/Li+) between pristine

LiCoO2 (P-LCO) and La- and Al-doped LiCoO2 (D-

LCO), as shown in Fig. 4(a). They showed that the

larger La ions in the structure effectively enlarged the

c-axis, increasing the diffusion pathway, and Al ions

prevented the order-disorder transition, which sub-

stantially lowered the Li+ diffusivity from a structural

point of view. The Li+ diffusivity values determined

via GITT for D-LCO were twice those for P-LCO at

the initial charging stage and ten times greater at the

final discharging stage (Fig. 4(b)), resulting in a sig-

nificantly enhanced rate capability. Wang et al. [12]

showed a highly improved fast-charging performance

in spinel lithium manganese oxide (LiMn2O4, LMO)

by introducing a considerable number of twin bound-

ary defects in the lattice via a defect engineering

approach (Fig. 4(c, d)). They demonstrated that fast

charging was enabled owing to the highly improved

diffusion coefficient using the GITT (Fig. 4(e)), as

well as CV analysis using the Randles-Sevcik equa-

tion mentioned above. 

The changing tendency of diffusivity in various

Table 1. Comparison of experimental conditions for GITT

experiment

Current rate 

(or current density)

Duration time 

of the current

Relaxation 

time
Ref

C/10 5 min 2 h [13]

C/20 90 min 5 h [16]

20 mA g-1 30 min 4 h [20]

C/10 10 min 40 min [21]

C/10 20 min 2 h [22]

C/20 60 min 4 h [23]

C/5 10 min 40 min [24]

C/20 15 min 45 min [25]

0.31 µA cm-2 30 min 10 h [26]

C/10 10 min 2 h [27]

C/10 20 min 1 h [28]

C/10 5 min 1 h [29]

C/10 30 min 2 h [30]

C/20 20 min 2 h [31]

0.4 C 5 min 3 h [32]

C/25 90 min 10 h [33]

20 mA g-1 30 min 10 h [34]

C/20 120 min 10 h [35]
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SOCs was analyzed by Hong et al. [29], correlating

with the structural evolution of Ni-rich cathode mate-

rials, namely LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 (NCM811). They

elucidated the changing tendency of the diffusion

coefficient during charge and discharge as follows:

The slow lithium diffusion in bulk in the initial SOC

is due to the rare vacancies for diffusion. As the

charging progresses, newly formed vacancies by the

extraction of lithium and increased size of lithium

pathways facilitate the diffusion kinetics, but the

rapid shrinkage of the lithium layer at the end of the

charge resulted in decreased diffusivity values. At the

initial stage of discharge, the presence of concentra-

tion polarization facilitated an intercalation reaction

with the highest diffusivity values. This tendency was

maintained, and a drastically reduced value was

observed at the end of discharge owing to the

decreased size of the lithium pathway and the small

number of lithium vacancies. The difference in the sec-

ond cycle at the initial state of charge is due to the acti-

vation of the bulk structure of the H1 and H2 phases.

The diffusivity value was the same when the lithium

content was the same during the 2nd cycle.

3.2 Open-circuit voltage (OCV) analysis

As mentioned above, GITT is a method for mea-

suring transient voltage changes during current sup-

ply and OCV after cutting off the current. In such

processes during charge and discharge, thermody-

namics can be retrieved and used to analyze the mate-

rial properties as a function of the SOC. In other

words, the OCV analysis provides key information

on the thermodynamic properties of a cell.

The electrochemical response of an active material

is influenced by its intrinsic material properties. The

chemical potential (μ) difference of the lithium ions

between the anode and cathode is termed as the OCV

[45,46].

(17)

In the above Equation (17), V(x) is the equilibrium

potential (i.e., OCV), where x is the amount of lith-

ium, and e is the magnitude of the electronic charge.

The chemical potential of lithium varies not only for

the site in the crystal structure of the active material

but also for the types and ratios of transition metals in

V x( )
μLi
cathode

x( ) μLi
anode

x( )–

e
------------------------------------------------------–=

Fig. 4. (a) GITT curve of P-LCO and D-LCO as a function of capacity, and (b) calculated diffusion coefficient at specific

four points. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [27]. Copyright © 2018 Springer Nature. (c) Schematic illustration of the

synthesized LiMn2O4-twin boundaries (LMO-TB). The blue, green, red, and purple balls represent fast lithium ions (Li),

slow lithium ions (Li), oxygen (O), and manganese (Mn) atoms, respectively. (d) Rate capabilities and (e) lithium-ion

diffusion rates of pristine LMO and LMO-TB, as calculated by GITT. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [12]. Copyright

© 2021 Springer Nature.
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alkali-ion transition metal oxides [7,45]. Therefore,

the GITT method can be a powerful tool for examin-

ing the thermodynamic characteristics of materials.

For example, Kim et al. [47] employed the GITT

experiment combined with theoretical calculations to

understand the fundamental characteristics of transition

metals and their interactions in a given structure of Ni-

rich layered cathode materials. As shown in Fig. 5(a),

they investigated the correlation between the Ni and Mn

ratios and the electrochemical behavior of the layered

Ni-rich cathode for LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM523) and

LiNi0.7Co0.2Mn0.1O2 (NCM721). Through first-princi-

ple calculations, they demonstrated that the equilib-

rium potentials based on the redox reactions of Ni2+/

Ni3+ are highly dependent on the Mn ratio (NCM523

and NCM721: ~3.7 and 3.5 V) because of a donor

electron transferred from Mn to Ni owing to crystal

field splitting. Because of the fixed chemical state of

Mn4+ in all structures during delithiation, the Ni2+/

Ni3+ redox reaction initially contributes to the delithi-

ation process, and the Ni3+/Ni4+ redox reaction is sub-

sequently activated in the structures, resulting in

NCM523 exhibiting a higher delithiation potential

than NCM721. They confirmed the theoretical calcu-

lation results of the GITT measurements. 

Furthermore, as OCV reflects the Gibbs free

energy in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium

depending on the amount of lithium, it can be an indi-

cator for extrapolating the SOC of the materials. For

instance, Tsai et al. [48] used the relaxed OCV as a

measure of the SOC of a particle and analyzed the

dependence of the interfacial charge transfer kinetics

on the SOC. Kim et al. [31] used the OCV as an indi-

cator for inhomogeneous reactions in an all-solid-

state lithium battery (ASLB) system compared to a

liquid electrolyte lithium battery (LELB). It is exten-

sively used as a vital parameter for battery state esti-

mation using BMSs in the battery industry [49,50]. 

In addition to investigating the equilibrium poten-

tial value itself, the GITT can be applied to analyze

OCV variation after the current is cut off. As shown

in Fig. 1(d), at the beginning of the relaxation period,

mobile ions move to positions that minimize the total

energy in a given structure to become a homogeneous

or equilibrium state. In addition to the direct calcula-

tion of the diffusion coefficient, the time to reach an

equilibrium state can be another parameter for inves-

tigating the transport kinetics of the material

[11,32,33,51,52]. In the case of copper oxide (CuO),

which is based on conversion reactions, Novák

claimed that the CuO electrode needs two months to

reach an equilibrium potential after applying a cur-

rent pulse [51]. Taberna et al. [52] reported similar

results for the conversion electrode material, Fe3O4.

They showed that a long relaxation period of over 20

days is needed to reach an equilibrium state, which

indicates the existence of long-lasting chemical gra-

dients and poor transport kinetics in conversion elec-

trodes. Additionally, Assat et al. [33] used the GITT

to examine the kinetic properties of Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3

Fig. 5. (a) Combined graph of GITT profiles during the initial charge to 4.0 V and calculated delithiation potentials for

LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM523) and LiNi0.7Co0.2Mn0.1O2 (NCM721). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [47]. Copyright

© 2015 American Chemical Society. (b) GITT curve of Li2Ru0.75Sn0.25O3 during the first charge at a current rate of C/20,

with a 44 h relaxation period for every 4 h current injection. The insets show OCV evolution during relaxation at 3.6 V and

4.15 V plateau. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [33]. Copyright © 2016 The Electrochemical Society.
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between the two staircase steps during the ‘staircase-

like’ first charge. As shown in Fig. 5(b) insets, the

time to reach equilibrium potential needed a few

hours for the first 3.6 V step. On the contrary, voltage

relaxation lasted for 44 h at the 4.15 V plateau, indi-

cating an obvious kinetic difference during the first

charging process. Similarly, Wang et al. [11] utilized the

GITT to investigate the asymmetric behavior between

charge and discharge when the O3-NaLi1/3Mn2/3O2

material experienced a high potential. The discharg-

ing curve dropped gradually upon reaching the high

voltage redox process over 3.3 V with the simultane-

ous rapid growth of the overpotential. Two different

equilibrium times were observed at weakly and

highly charged states, indicating that the hysteresis is

triggered toward the last 50% of the charge, hence,

defining two domains. This result was further consis-

tent with the nuclear magnetic resonance analysis, in

which the existence of a very broad peak is compati-

ble with slow ion dynamics.

3.3 Overpotential and internal resistance analysis

Because the GITT is a procedure for retrieving

both thermodynamic and kinetic parameters for vari-

ous SOCs, another useful information can be calcu-

lated, which is the overpotential (η) and internal

resistance. Considering the electrochemical reac-

tions occurring at the electrode, an overall electrode

reaction encompasses a sequence of reaction steps,

such as adsorption, mass transfer, and charge transfer

processes from a kinetic point of view [52]. Each step

is characterized by a certain overpotential, so that the

overall total overpotential can be considered as the

sum of each contribution. In the GITT measurement,

the total overpotential can be calculated by the differ-

ence between the measured cell voltage during the

current pulse and the voltage at the end of the relax-

ation period, as shown in Fig. 6 and Equation (18).

(18)

 Using the GITT, Lee et al. [28] compared the rela-

tive lithium-ion diffusion kinetics of Co-fixed Ni-rich

cathode materials, LiNi0.5+xCo0.2Mn0.3-xO2 (x = 0, 0.1,

and 0.2) and calculated the overpotential values

during the initial delithiation process in various SOCs

(Fig. 7). A lower cation disorder of nickel ions and a

wider inter-slab for lithium-ion diffusion with

increasing nickel content were correlated with lower

overpotential values during deintercalation. Cui et al.

[53] used GITT measurements to investigate the

equilibrium voltage and overpotential variation of the

Li-O2 batteries with N-methyl-N-propylpiperidinium

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide as the electrolyte

and vertically aligned carbon nanotubes as the cath-

ode. The equilibrium voltage at 60oC was 2.85 V and

showed a zero-voltage hysteresis between discharg-

ing and charging; however, the overpotential analy-

η Emeas Eeq– CCV QOCV–= =

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the applied current and cell voltage change versus time for (a) charging and (b) discharging

processes in GITT measurement. At the end of the current supply, the voltage is usually nominated as Emeas (measured

voltage) or CCV (close-circuit voltage). The voltage at the end of the relaxation period of the galvanostatic titration step is

nominated as Eeq (equilibrium voltage) or QOCV (quasi-open-circuit voltage). The difference between the two values is the

electrode overpotential (η).
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sis revealed asymmetrical polarization behavior

during discharge and charge. This means that the

voltage gap during the discharge and charge origi-

nates only from the kinetics and not from the asym-

metrical thermodynamic reaction path.

The internal resistance is similar to the overpoten-

tial but is a normalized concept. The internal resis-

tance includes the entire resistance in the electrode

kinetic factors, similar to the overpotential. This

value can be obtained by dividing the overpotential

by the applied current (Iapplied) using Equation (19): 

Internal resistance (19)

Internal resistance analysis has been widely

applied to obtain more insights into the reaction

kinetics in various SOCs of the lithiation/delithiation

processes or in comparing systems [34,54-58]. For

example, Chae et al. [57] conducted a comparative

analysis of two nano-sized zinc oxide (ZnO) elec-

trodes in which conductive carbon is embedded in

different ways (Fig. 8(a)). They interpreted that the

decrease and increase in the internal resistance during

lithiation and delithiation is due to the intimate contact

change between ZnO particles and the carbon matrix,

and the difference between the two electrodes was

whether the conductive network with ZnO was intimate

or not. Similarly, Lim et al. [34] demonstrated that the

smaller internal resistance of nano-sized anatase TiO2/

carbon onion hybrid materials (nano-TiO2-C) compared

to anatase nano-TiO2 resulted from the conductive car-

bon network improving the charge transfer kinetics.

Internal resistance analysis can also be used to investi-

gate the system after the gas evolution reaction at a high

voltage (4.6 V) in a commercial 18650 cylindrical LIB

cell [58]. The internal resistances remained similar

Ω[ ]
η

Iapplied
---------------- CCV QOCV–

Iapplied
------------------------------------= =

Fig. 7. (a) GITT curve of Li1-yNi0.5+xCo0.2Mn0.3-xO2 (x = 0, 0.1, and 0.2) in the 1st charge and (b) the corresponding

overpotential during the deintercalation process. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [28]. Copyright © 2017 WILEY-

VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

Fig. 8. (a) Calculated internal resistances of nano-sized zinc oxide (ZnO) for two composite electrodes during the 1st cycle.

Conductive carbon was added as either a physical mixture (electrode A) or a matrix (electrode B). Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [57]. Copyright © 2012 The Electrochemical Society. (b) GITT curve and calculated internal

resistances for LELB and ASLB. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [31]. Copyright © 2022 Elsevier.
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regardless of the increase in the staying potential (4.6 V)

and time; they interpreted that gas evolution has a limited

influence on the degradation of the electrodes them-

selves. The large increase in internal resistance at the end

of discharge is due to the higher ohmic resistance and

concentration polarization [35]. The internal resistance

analysis was also used to compare the different cell sys-

tems for LELB and ASLB, as shown in Fig. 8(b) [31].

4. Conclusions

Although the GITT method is notoriously time-

consuming because of the short current pulse and suf-

ficiently long relaxation time for reaching an equilib-

rium state, it is a non-destructive method for

effectively investigating the internal process in a bat-

tery that has been widely applied for electrochemical

analysis. Crucial information about the kinetics of

LIBs can be obtained, such as the lithium-ion diffu-

sion coefficient in the material and thermodynamic

information. This mini-review encompassed the fun-

damental principles of the GITT from measurement

to derivation of the diffusion coefficient equation and

discussed applications for research in LIBs. The dif-

fusion coefficient is an important kinetic parameter

that determines the rate capability of LIBs and can be

calculated from the GITT results. Through the OCV

analysis, the calculated theoretical potential value can

be demonstrated with experimental results for vari-

ous SOCs and is an indicator of the SOC of the active

material. In addition, by investigating the relaxation

time for being in an equilibrium state after lithium-

ion movement, the transport kinetics in the material

can be estimated in outline. The overpotential and

internal resistances can provide information on the

cell dynamics during charging and discharging. By

fully understanding the underlying information

obtained through the GITT experiment, the results

will provide fruitful information on material proper-

ties and ideas about the overall electrochemical

mechanism in LIBs.
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